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About This Game

Eliot Ness, the former leader of the legendary Untouchables, wished only to spend the rest of his days working in his diner, not
dwelling too much on the cesspit of corruption his city, Santa Esperanza, had degenerated into.
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But things rarely go as planned.

When children suddenly start to disappear and the police just simply a blind eye, Eliot decides to take the law into his own
hands, track down the culprit and bring him to justice by any means necessary, even if he has to abandon his dreams of a

peaceful life and again get embroiled in shootouts with the usual array of assassins and hoodlums.

Helped by various characters from some unexpected places, the player must guide Eliot through the increasingly morbid and
decadent scenarios searching for clues to solve the cases in the five episodes of this season's Blues and Bullets.
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Dear review Reader,

Please do not buy this game, out of five episode promised, delivered were just two and then three years of nothing, intention to
complete the game is obviusly not the topic.. The game had potential but after years of waiting and no third chapter no word on
developer of continuing it and seeming that they've stopped selling the season and for a long time went to only selling the first
two chapters now I can't even see a thing for buying it at all and with not a single word to anyone I'd say we can say this is dead.
Now whatever the case they failed to deliver the full game have failed to refund people who paid for the entire game leaving the
only option to contact steam who only offered a partial refund to cover the unreleased chapters and they failed to deliver any
word. They could have said they couldn't deliver it. Sure, not easy news to deliver but all this time of silence after making false
promises doesn't help their case. Do not expect a full and complete story from this game as at this point it seems they've given
up on it.
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